Effect of inhibitors and activators of tyrosine kinase on insulin imprinting in Tetrahymena.
Primary exposure of Tetrahymena cells to insulin gave rise to hormonal (insulin) imprinting in the offspring generations, as judged from the increase in binding upon reexposure to insulin. Vanadate mimicked the action of insulin, inasmuch as it also induced imprinting for insulin, whereas the other tyrosine kinase activator tested, namely H2O2, had no such effect. However, combined treatment with vanadate+H2O2 + insulin induced a more pronounced imprinting for insulin than either insulin or vanadate on their own. The tyrosine kinase inhibitor genistein, a plant flavonoid, did not change the value for insulin binding significantly relative to the control immediately after exposure, but increased it slightly in the offspring generations after 24 h at high dilution. Upon combination with insulin, 10(-4)M genistein inhibited imprinting by insulin. These experimental observations suggest that there may be a key role for tyrosine kinase activity in the mechanism (development) of imprinting.